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CALL US FOR CURRENT PRICES
If you don’t see it here, just call us! 163

WipersAll-Purpose

$ 2006 LAGASSE 4_28 OP 363 CH/BD Sect 04-Paper & Dispensers NEW

Hospital Specialty

a Prism™ Airlaid Wipers
Embossed, cloth-like wipers are thick, soft and highly absorbent.
Ideal for oil, grease, ink and paint cleanup. 12 x 131⁄4 white quarterfold
wipers. 50 wipers per pack; 16 packs per case (800 wipers).
HOS A306 Case 60.80

Prism™ Scrim Wipers
Four-ply for extra absorbency, plus nylon reinforcement to resist
tearing. Handles tough cleanup jobs. Wipes streak-free on glass and
smooth surfaces. Low linting.

No. Case Qty. Case
b Pop-Up Box—9.8 x 17 white sheets. 150 wipers per box; 6 boxes 
per case.
HOS C2300 900 sheets 70.88
c Roll—Blue. 275 ft. per roll.
HOS C2375B 6 rolls 90.36

Prism™ DRC Cellulose Industrial Wipers
For multipurpose industrial tasks. Cleans up water, grease or oil with
ease. Durable, absorbent cloth-like texture. White.

No. Size Case Qty. Case
d Quarterfold—50 wipers per polywrap; 20 packs per case.
HOS D3050 12 x 15 1,000 sheets 122.92
e Center-Pull—One-at-a-time dispensing. 275 ft. per roll.
HOS D7555P 9 x 13 2 rolls 46.02
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Don’t Forget GRAFFITI/PAINT REMOVERS / pages 50-51

Airlaid wipers are thick and soft, with a cloth-like feel. They can 
be rinsed and reused, and are an economical choice. Airlaid wipers
absorb grease and oil. They are available in both economy and 
heavy-duty grades.

Scrim reinforced wipers are multi-ply for extra absorbency. They 
are reinforced for extra durability and tear resistance. Use for medium-
to heavy-duty jobs. Scrim reinforced wipers do not streak; they are 
ideal for glass and smooth surface cleaning.

DRC cellulose wipers are the leading general-purpose wiping material.
They are soft and cloth-like, yet are strong enough to resist solvents.
DRC cellulose wipers are highly absorbent in water, grease and oil.F
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